The history of a science is often written in the names by which, through successive ages, it has been known, and in the nomenclature which it employs to designate the objects of which it treats. It is not our intention to pursue this thought with regard to physiology farther than to recal the originally wide signification of that term?the discourse, science, history, or " word" of nature. Unrestricted as it is now to the phenomena of organized beings, the science of physiology, among the ancient philosophers, represented the sum of their knowledge with regard to all the varied manifestations of what they conceived to be an all-pervading life, revealing its power and ceaseless energy in earth, air, fire, and water, as well as in the organized creatures which might make those so-called "elements" their home. Gradually, the limits of physiology have been narrowed, and in the present day we include within its circle only the phenomena and laws of life as they are displayed by organic bodies. It is our purpose, in the present article, to inquire into some of the reasons ?which have led to these progressive separations; briefly reviewing the history of our science, we shall endeavour to discriminate between the generic ideas of life which have prevailed at different and at the same periods of time; to point out what we conceive to be the proper position of physiology as a branch of human knowledge, its relation to the other sciences which surround it, and the method to be employed for its successful prosecution.
In the earliest ages of the world (so far as we can gather from the records which have been preserved), there was extensive acquaintance with the characters, mode of life, habits, and general utility of many animals.
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The Objects and Scientific Position of Physiology. 303 was the depositary and source of all knowledge, and mysterious allegory was the medium, through which some fragments were conveyed to others ?or, rather, it was the veil which, attractive by its own charms, served to conceal from the general gaze, not only the truth, which each might have made useful to himself, but also the falsehood, which, apart from this veil of mythic beauty, would have appeared in its own naked ugliness, and repulsed the devotee both from his religious ceremony and his priest.
In Greece (as in Egypt), the various sciences were cultivated by the same person, and were all alike taught by him to the common people.
The sage or philosopher was the naturalist, the moralist, and the physician.
Having more truth to impart, and less error to conceal?his purpose being, primarily, instruction, and secondarily, power?he was more honest in his object, more successful in his work, and more enduring in his fame. The desire of the earliest Grecian philosophers was to reduce all forces and all forms of action to some one great general principle; and in their endeavours to accomplish this end (with the exception of Hippocrates), they pursued the same a priori method, often losing themselves amid interminable labyrinths of thought, or wrecking their whole system, with many of its earlier observations, by striking upon some new and contradictory facts. Aristotle, the greatest of Grecian naturalists, combined his knowledge of zoology and physiology with other and almost universal knowledge and speculation. His genius was that of compilation and classification, but he often passed beyond these to the realization of abstract truths, and founded a school in which his disciples were the naturalists for many successive generations.
Pliny Life: an emanation from the One Central and Divine Life, which, using the objects of the material world as its instruments, moulded them to its own will, or in accordance with the one comprehensive plan of the universe which it inspired. The " Life that glows in star and clod" was of the same essence as that which we feel acting in our own bodies; it was far higher and nobler than the organism in which it dwelt; and, indestructible by the accidents of time and place to which the latter might be subjected, it could pass through various phases of (objective) development, giving for a while power and energy of action to the living man, and then glowing with beauty in the flowers that blossomed on his grave. These notions were prevalent during only the infancy of science, As the hand shapes the pen, and then writes with it, so the soul forms the body and then makes use of the properties resulting from the form. The connexion between the soul and the body is not more mysterious than the comiexion between the pen-maker and the pen, excepting that our knowledge of the pen is so much more complete than our knowledge of the body." (p. 344 with it apart from them, they do not fill up the idea which is necessarily involved by its phenomena. The organism and the medium may be present, but the body may be dead, and neither micrologist nor chemist can tell us why. We have confined our attention mainly to those organic processes which man shares in common with the animal and the plant, and these are inexplicable as the result of the curious mechanism through and in which they are displayed; but the higher phenomena of animal and intellectual life transcend all references to their material embodiment, and lead us to another field of labour and another sphere for thought. 
